New Obesity Guidelines Promise and Potential

Obesity is a major contributor to many chronic diseases and, because more than 1 in 3 US adults are obese, a public health challenge. The goal of new obesity guidelines is to help primary care clinicians manage obesity more effectively. Obesity 2 (published as “2013 ACCF/AHA/ TOS Guidelines for the Management of Overweight and Obesity in Adults”) has been long awaited. The expert panel for Obesity 2 was first convened in September 2008 by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) and tasked with updating Obesity 1 (published in 1998 as “Clinical Guidelines on the Identification, Evaluation, and Treatment of Overweight and Obesity in Adults—The Evidence Report”). In 2013, the NHLBI elected to partner with the American Heart Association and the American College of Cardiology to promote and publish the guidelines.

The approach to guideline development followed the Institute of Medicine reports “Clinical Practice Guidelines We Can Trust” and “Finding What Works in Health Care—Standards for Systematic Reviews.” The aim of this stringent methodology was to limit bias and produce trustworthy recommendations. Because of time and cost, the use of this stringent methodology limited both the scope of literature review under consideration (1999-2011) and the number of critical questions.

From 23 critical questions suggested, the chosen 5 dealt with risks of overweight and obesity and the benefits of weight loss and evaluated 3 treatment areas—diet, behavioral therapies, and surgery. Questions 1 and 2 were chosen to help clinicians determine the appropriate criteria to guide a weight loss recommendation. Question 1 addressed the degree to which weight loss produces health benefits. Question 2 addressed the health risks of overweight and obesity and sought to determine if the current waist circumference and body mass index (BMI) cutpoints defining persons as overweight (BMI 25-29.9) and obese (BMI ≥30) are appropriate. Question 3 asked which dietary strategies are acceptable for weight loss efforts. Question 4 sought to determine the efficacy of a comprehensive lifestyle intervention approach (diet, physical activity, and behavioral therapy) to achieve weight loss and weight loss maintenance. Question 5 addressed the efficacy and safety of various bariatric surgical procedures, including benefits and risks. To conserve resources for questions 3 through 5, questions 1 and 2 used primarily meta-analyses and systematic reviews.

Because the questions were limited in number and scope, the recommendations are supplemented with an algorithm (“Chronic Disease Management Model for Primary Care of Patients With Overweight and Obesity”) that incorporates recommendations and expert opinion to provide a roadmap for primary care clinicians.

Recommendation 1—Identifying Patients Who Need to Lose Weight
Obesity 2 endorses using BMI as a first step, not the sole criterion, to judge potential health risk. Waist circumference is treated as a risk factor. Recommendation 1 emphasizes that the greater the BMI and waist circumference, the greater the risk of cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, and all-cause mortality. The panel had only meta-analyses and systematic reviews to evaluate cutpoints for BMI and waist circumference and, because this literature did not provide evidence for alternative cutpoints, the panel endorsed the commonly used cutpoints for both parameters. The algorithm provides additional information on measurement frequency and defines criteria for instituting a weight loss effort—obese adults or overweight adults with 1 or more indicators of increased disease risk or obesity-associated comorbidity (eg, hypertension, glucose intolerance/type 2 diabetes, dyslipidemia, sleep apnea, or nonalcoholic fatty liver disease).

Recommendation 2—Counseling About the Benefits of Weight Loss
Obesity 2 advises primary care clinicians to counsel patients who need to lose weight that lifestyle changes that produce even modest, sustained weight loss produce clinically meaningful health benefits and that greater weight losses produce greater benefits. Sustained weight loss of as little as 3% to 5% is likely to result in clinically meaningful reductions in levels of triglycerides, blood glucose, and glycated hemoglobin and in the risk of developing type 2 diabetes. Greater amounts of weight loss will reduce blood pressure, improve levels of low-density and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and reduce the need for medications to control blood pressure, blood glucose levels, and lipid levels as well as further reduce levels of triglycerides and blood glucose.

Recommendations 1 and 2 enable clinicians to match intensity of obesity treatment with health risk profiles of patients. In Obesity 1, weight loss was not recommended unless patients were obese or were overweight with 2 or more risk factors. Obesity 2 suggests that weight loss can provide benefit for obese patients and for overweight patients with only 1 risk factor. In Obesity 2, an increased waist circumference is considered a risk factor.

Recommendation 3—Dietary Therapy for Weight Loss
These recommendations emphasize that there is no ideal diet for weight loss; the panel found no evidence of superiority for any of the myriad diets reviewed. The primary recommendation is strong: Prescribe a diet to achieve reduced calorie intake for obese or overweight individuals who would benefit from weight loss, as part...
of a comprehensive lifestyle intervention. There are several pathways to achieving negative energy balance with diet, and these are described in the recommendation, but the content of the diet should be determined based on the patient’s preferences and health status; successful weight loss can be achieved with a variety of dietary approaches.

**Recommendation 4—Lifestyle Intervention and Counseling**

The recommendations incorporated in this component of Obesity 2, if implemented, will likely have the most far-reaching effects. There is a strong endorsement that obese or overweight patients enrolled in comprehensive lifestyle interventions for weight loss should attend programs delivered for 6 months or longer. The gold standard of therapy is on-site, high-intensity (ie, ≥14 sessions in 6 months) comprehensive weight loss interventions provided in individual or group sessions by a trained interventionist. Further, therapy should continue for a year or more. The expert panel hopes that payers will recognize the value of well-run programs that use this approach. Lesser-intensity approaches (delivered electronically, including by telephone) are secondary approaches because the amount of weight loss, and thus health benefit, is less.

**Recommendation 5—Bariatric Surgery**

Obesity 2 is direct in guiding primary care practitioners to advise their adult patients who meet criteria (BMI ≥40 or BMI ≥35 with obesity-related comorbid conditions) that bariatric surgery may be an appropriate option to improve health and advises clinicians to refer these patients to experienced bariatric surgeons. The evidence states addressing bariatric surgery address efficacy, safety, and predictors of success for laparoscopic gastric banding, Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, biliopancreatic diversion, and gastric sleeve procedures. Despite enthusiasm among some surgeons to “relax” BMI cutoffs for patients with diabetes, there was insufficient evidence to advise surgical referral for patients with a lower BMI cutoff (≤35). The prior criteria for literature inclusion mandated a high follow-up rate for at least 2 years and prospective collection of complications data. This approach was intended to exclude reports that might bias these conclusions but also restricted the literature available.

**Gaps in the Report**

The largest gap is the lack of a question addressing pharmacotherapy for obesity. When the questions were formulated, only sibutramine and orlistat were approved for long-term use; sibutramine was removed from the market in 2009. A similar process could be initiated to develop evidence-informed guidelines for obesity pharmacotherapy, given that new medications are being approved. The algorithm of Obesity 2 provides guidance based on expert opinion about when and how to consider medications for chronic weight management, but future guidelines must supplement this guidance with trustworthy recommendations on the use of specific agents.

**Conclusions**

Obesity 2 indicates that good treatments are available for patients needing to lose weight. However, for patients to achieve health benefit from weight loss, they must have knowledgeable primary care clinicians and access to these treatments. A major educational gap exists—few US clinicians have been trained in the etiology, pathophysiology, and management of obesity. Further, weight management treatments are not universally reimbursed, and electronic health records may not allow clinicians to document successful results of obesity treatments. Thus, Obesity 2 could provide information to help change the way primary care clinicians engage patients in managing weight to achieve health benefits. Implementation of Obesity 2 will require not only clinician education as well as support. Physicians and other practitioners need to know the success rates of comprehensive lifestyle and surgery programs with which they interact. They also should be reimbursed for providing high-quality care for patients with obesity and be allotted the office support tools to make this a reality in a busy office practice. The public health effects of obesity demand that these barriers to implementation be addressed and that weight management within primary care practices be made a foundation of prevention and management of chronic disease.